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time environments,
the performance of multicomputers
needs to be evaluated by successful execution of individual
tasks within certain time period, rather than the average system behavior. Real-time environments are further classified as soft and hard. In a soft real-time environment, a task
is considered lost if it does not meet its deadline [6] whereas
in a hard real-time system, the failure to meet a deadline can
be catastrophic [14]. Deadlines of tasks are met by using
some dynamic task scheduling and load migration strategies
[14], [15], [17].
Dynamic task scheduling and load balancing is an important problem for both real-time and non red–time systems and considerable research has been done in this regard

consist-

ing of hundreds or thousands of processors, it is very likely
that some of its components (processors and links) will fail.
If such a system is dedicated to time-critical
applications
with certain deadlines to meet, such failures cannot be tolerated. We present a scheme for managing real-time task allocation and load re-distribution
with fault-tolerance
for hypercube systems. A set of processors, called fault-control
processors (FCPS), can be used for keeping the duplicate copies of tasks and re–allocating tasks if the original processors of those tasks fail. Two-level task redundancy is used
by grouping the FCPS as primary and secondary for each
processor. The proposed scheme provides a high degree of
fault–tolerance since each FCP itself is monitored by other
FCPS. Assuming a failure-repair
system environment, the
performance of the proposed strategy has been evaluated
and compared with a fault–free environment for 256-node
and 5 12–node hypercubes, through simulation experiments.
We also introduce a measure of goodness, successprobabilof re-allocated tasks
ity, which represents the probability
meeting their deadlines despite the failure of processors. It
is shown that using the proposed scheme, a large percentage
of the re–scheduled tasks can still meet their deadlines. The
probability of a task being lost altogether, due to multiple
failures, has been shown to be extremely low.

[11, [21, [31, [111, [121, [15], [17].
The problem
becomes
more complex in the presence of processors failures [2], [3].

The design of a large-scale multicomputer
system for real–
time applications entails efficient means of resource sharing such as load balancing on the computing nodes, to meet
timing constraints. Furthermore, there must be provisions
to redistribute the unfinished computational load horn the
failed processors to the operational processors and to redirect new tasks arriving at the failed processors. These two
requirements entail a dynamic load re~istribution
strategy.
The load re-distribution
strategy needs to be carefully designed since the r-injection
of computational load from the
failed processors to the rest of the operational system can
make some processors unstable.
In this paper, we propose a fault–tolerant load re-dMribution strategy for large-scale multicomputers
such as hypercube systems using a partitioning scheme. Partitioning
of system with fault–tolerance is becoming more practical
approach for large systems due to their massive size& as has
also been suggested forthenew Connection MachineCM-5
[19]. The proposed scheme is general in the sense that it is
applicable to any decentralized scheduling scheme. Also
the proposed strategy is based upon a more realistic assumption about the failure situations, than the one given in earlier
work [2]. In previous studies failure have been assumed to
be static in that a given number of processors are assumed to
fail simultaneously without any subsequent recovery or repair. However, the static failure assumption does not hold
for real life systems where failures are generally randomly
occurring events. Furthermore, the failed components can
be diagnosed and repaired off–line and can be re-integrated
back into the system [10]. The second realistic assumption
made in this paper is that the incoming tasks to the failed
processors cannot simply be ignored. Due to red–time con-

1 Introduction
One of major challenges faced by the designers of large–
scale multicomputers
is to incorporate fault–tolerance into
these systems. With thousands of processors, it is likely for
some of them to fail. Systems that can heal in the presence of
failed processors rather than halting are vital for supporting
real-time teraflops power [16]. In addition to failures, it is
also very likely that computing resources become unavailable for a variety of other reasons such as some processors
may have to be shut off or isolated from the rest of the system
for maintenance purpose or due to some other reasons.
Means must be provided to handle failures and unavailability of processors so that the operation of the rest of thes ystem remains uninterrupted and the performance is not adversely affected.
In addition to reliability and fault–tolerance, time is considered to be a crucial resource to manage in critical application since the occurrence of events, such as the execution of
tasks, must follow some timing constraints [7]. For real–
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straints, some means are needed to handle tasks arriving at
thefailedprocessors.
In summary, theproposedst.mtegy has
the following objectives
c The main objective is to propose a fan&tolerant

own sphere. Each processor is assigned two types of FCPs
for storing two redundant copies of each task present at the
processor. FCPS with the fret-level
redundancy will be
termed asprimary
FCPS and the other as secotvzluy FCPS.
The performance of the proposed strategy has been evaluated and compared with no fault environmen~ through an
extensive and detailed simulation.
We show that the performance degradation due to failures is scalable to fault rate
and does not depend critically on system parameters. Also,
theprobabflity of a taskbeiig lost altogether due to multiple
failures has been shown to be extremely low.

task

scheduling strategy with decentralized control which has
the flexibility of allowing the ruining system to continue to
be operational in spite of failures of processors. The failed
processors are assumed to be repaired subsequently.
● In order to provide fanlt=tolerance
for both real-time
and non–rea-thne
environments, a certain level of redundancy is required in case the processors with redundant copies also fail. In this paper, we assume two-level redundancy, that is, two redundant copies of every task are kept in the
system.

. R&schtiuling

of tasks should not cause instability

the system and tasks should be re-dktributed
processors which are lightly loaded.
. For a real-time

environment

2 System Partitioning
FCPS

of

In this section, we describe the selection of FCPS and
network partitioning forhypercube topologies. As shown in
[1], partitioning of the interconnection network into multiple regions can be modeled as a problem that is NP-hard.
Our solution employs combinatorial
structure Hadatnard
matrix, for partitioning
the network into multiple spheres
such that each sphere contains an FCP at its center while
each processor is assigned a set of FCPs which are responsible for the following taslcx
(a) maintaining redundant (backup) copies of the tasks in the
network,
(b) monitoring failures in their spheres,
(c) in case of a failure, redistributing tasks of the failed processor in indNidual spheres, and
(d) maintaining
the load status of the processors in the
spheres.
For mainlining
backups, the assignment of processors
to FCPS is independent of the physical dkances in the network, which results in a rather simple rule of assignment.
On the other hand, for the above mentioned functionalities
(b), (c) and (d), we use spheres centered at FCPS, as discussed in Section 2.2. In this paper, we do not address the issue of fault-diagnosis and failnre identification.
We assume
the availability of some such scheme.
Let an n dimensional hypercube topology of a system be

in

to only those

re-schethding

and Assignment

of tasks

should be quick and efficient so that most of the tasks, which
would have been lost otherwise, can still meet their deadlines, without affecting the underlyingnormaldeccntralized
load balancing algorithm.
● If some processors in the system are out of order, the

total load entering into the system should not decrease. The
newly arriving tasks at those processors should be r@lrected to the operational processors. This re-direction
of
new load should also not cause any instability and excessive
performance degradation.
Load re-distribution
with minimum impact on the normal load balancing can beachievedif theprocessorsresponsible for re-allocation of backup tasks, which we will refer
to as Fault Control Processors (FCPS), have some partial
knowledge of the global state of the system. The selection of
FCPS is a crucial factor to the fault–tolerant performance of
the system, especially in terms of re-scheduling and reducing chances of missing deadlines. In acentralizedapproach,
a single FCP can manage redundant load for the whole system. However, the failure of the FCP itself can eliminate
fault–tolerance
capability, and therefore, this scheme is
highly vulnerable to failure. On theotherhand, ifafully distributed scheme is used where each node acts as an FCP, the
global knowledge of the system load has to be acquired by
each node which is a costly solution in terms of overhea~,
the generation of such overhead traffic can seriously affect
the system’s performance.
If limited knowledge, such as
only the load of neighboring processors, is used, the scope of
re-allocation
of a task to a suitable destination becomes
rather limited.
Clearly, a semi+ikibuted
scheme with a
fewernumberof
FCPs, each having somepartialknowledge
of the global state of the system, would be an alternative.
Such a scheme is presented in this paper, which is based on
partition of thehypercube topology intomukiple
symmetric
regions (spheres). Each sphere is a cluster of processors and
has a fault–tolerant control processor (FCP). Load re-distribution is carried out within individual spheres where the
FCP of each sphere acts as a centralized controller for its
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where Uis the setof nodes and Eis the set of edges (communication links) joining the nodes. The nodes (processors)
am numbered as 0,1,2,..., (N-1) and each number is represented by a bhmry code. The length of binary code for n dimensional hypercube is n, which also represents the number
of edges (links) incident on each node. Z7te Hamming Distance,
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In other words, Hamming dktance between two codewords
is the number of different bh.s in codewords. Ann-cube consists of 2“ nodes where two nodes with binary ccdewords x
and y are connected if the Hamming
their codewords is 1.
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Figure 2: An extended Hadamard Matrix and its
complement matrix serving as the binary addresses
of primary and secondary FCPS, respectively fo~g.

set of processors

(2) Since an FCP (say, x) needs to send/receive I$(x)l

is constant Vx G C, where i is the cov-

ering radius of C. For symmetric partitioning,
set C of FCPS (for some 6
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size of rhe sphere is 1$(-X)I = j $O~. The coveting radius
determines the range of load re-distribution
used by the
FCPS. This range quantifies the graphical distance within
which a FCP assigns tasks of a failed processor to the processors of its own sphere, where it is located at the center.
The details of the backup copies and scheduling algorithm
are described in Section 4. In order to characterize spheres
and to describe network partitioning, we need the following
definitions.
Intuitively, in a centdized
scheme where a single processor acts as an FCP, i must be equal to the diameter (k) of
the network. For our scheme, we are looking for a d –uniform
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dktance i is given by valency ~ , and the total

and l$(X)l
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Otto.

Figure 1: Hadamard Ma&ix in O-1 notation and its
complement matrix serving as the binary addresses of
primary and secondary FCPS, respectively for Q8.

the radius of this sphere. The number of processors in Si(j)
is the total number of processors lying at graphical distances
O through i, from processor x. The number of processors at

least a
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Let C be the desired set of FCPS and let the sphere assigned to a processor x c C be denoted by S’i(~), where i is

the graphical

ll#lo#ol.

radiusrin

the graph Q. is defiied as: r = MWt=~Minj~dLti)).
In a
hypercube topology, every processor has an exactly one diametric processor, that is, the processor which is at distance k,
the diameter, Such a pair is called antipodalpair.

2.1 Partitioning
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Vx = U and is called the i–th valency. Then for every prothe valency
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cessor x in Q.,
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and k=n.

Let V bethenumber of processors which are at a graphical distance i from a processor.
This number is a constant

as, ~

o.#’

to be determined)

mes-

sages for scheduling of failed-processor
tasks within the
sphere, the size of the sphere needs to be small because.
For an arbitrary graph, for a given value of d >2, find-

ad –uniform
is required

ing a uniform set C is an NP–hard problem. Determining the
minimum sphere size is also NF-hard [8], [18]. Our solution
to select the set C in these networks uses a combinatorial
structure called HadamardMatrix
which consists of ~ 1 en-

with identical and graphically symmetric spheres. The size,
ICI, depends on the selection of d . If ~ is large, the size of
ICI, is small but spheres are large. If ICI is reduced, the sphere
size increases and vice versa. In addition, a number of other
considerations for the provision of fault–tolerance are given
below:
(1) Since, in case of a failure, an FCPneeds to re-distribute
tasks of the failed processor to all the processors in the
sphere, which requires the FCP to maintain state information of load of all the processors within the sphere (the next
section regarding load re-distribution),
the diameter of the
sphere should be as small as possible.

tries [1].

A j by j square Hadamard matrix M when multi-

plied with its transpose yields ajZmatrix,

where lis the iden-

tity matrix. The complementary Haubnurdmutri&
&noted
as w, is obtained by multiplying all the entries ofMby–1.
Replacing 1 by O,and-1 by 1, results in a matrix is with O-1
notation, and as denoted as M. In Figure 1 a g x g Hadamard matrix and its complement are shown. Hadarnmd matrix of order n exists if n is 1,2 or a multiple of 4.
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The set C of FCPS for hypercube is selected from the
code generated by taking combinations of the rows of Hadamard matrix M and its complement
Mc. The set C is also

mal kJ2 (radius)–urzi~orrn set for Q. [1]. There are various
other advantages of using Hadamard code [1]. Moreover, it
is easy to generate a truncated Hadamard matrix (the one
without all 1‘s column) using Symmetric Balanced Incomplete Block Design (SBIBD) [5]. The generator codes, for
different values of n–l, can be found using the difference set
approach [5]. The rest of the blocks (which corresponds to
all the elements of the set C, besides codewords with all O’s
and all l’s) can be generated by taking n-l cyclic shifts of
such a generator codeword. Table 1 illustrates the generator
codewords for various values of n–l, which can be used for
various Q.’s. For Qs, the set C can be produced by taking 6
cyclic shifts of code 0010111 (shown in Table 1) and then by
appending all O’s row and column to that block [1]. Theresultant block is the same as shown earlier in Figure 1 where
each row of the matrix represents the binary address of the
16 FCPS.
The set consisting of codewords as given in Figure 1,
can also be used to generate the set C for the Q9 network by
appending an all O’s and all 1‘s column (say at extreme left
position), of matrix M and MC, respectively, as described

called Hadamard code. Specifically, for Q8, (n being multiple of 4), we take the matrices M and MC of Figure 1.
When n= 8, ICI=2n. The set C for other values of n can be
obtained using some rules [1]. The summary of rules is as
follows. If n mode 4 = 1, we start with the set C obtained
from Hadamard matrices M and MC of size n (Figure 1).
The modified set C for the network under consideration can
be generated by appending an all O’s and an all 1’s column,
toM and MC respectively. If n mod4 = 2, then the set C is
obtained in the same way as the previous case, except we append two columns Oand 1 to M and 1 and Oto MC. However, the all O’s row in M is augmented with bits 00 instead of
bits 01. Similarly, the all 1’s row in Mc is augmented with
bits 11. For the case of n mod 4=3, the set Cconsists of the
rows of the truncated matrices M and MC in O-1 notation.
The truncated matrices (in O-1 notation) are generated by
discarding the all O’s row and column.

2.2 FCP Assignment

Rule

for case (a). This set is shown in Figure 2. Also, the same set
can be used to generate the set C for Qlo, as described in the
procedure of case(b). The set Cfor other Qn’s can be gener-

Once the set of FCPs in Q. is known, the rule for the assignment of processors to FCPS requires identifying
two
types of FCPs, the primary and the secondary FCPS, in order
to provide two-level fault–tolerance.
Such an assignment is
as follows:
The FCPS having the left most bit O serve as primary
FCPS for those processors which have also leftmost bit as O.
These FCPS serve as secondary FCPS for the rest of the processors in the network. Similarly, the FCPS having the left
most bit as 1 serve as primary FCPS for those processors
which have also left most blt as 1 and serve as secondary
FCPS for the rest of the processors.
We can notice that tiis assignment of FCPS to processors is symmetric in the sense that each processor interacts
with the same number of primary and secondary FCPS.
Also, each FCP manages the same number of processors in
terms of providing backup for fault–tolerance and re-distributing the load, if required.

ated by the methods described above.
The topological characteristics and partitioned strictures for QT, QB, Qg and QIO networks are summarized in
Table II giving the number of processors N, the degree n of
each processor, tbeminimum distanced between FCPS, the
cardlnality of the set C, the covering radius r, valencies
~ and the size of sphere IS,(X) 1,for each network.

3 Failure

and Repair

Model

As mentioned earlier, failures of components in real life
systems are generally random. Also, the failed components,
once diagnosed and repaired off–line, can be integrated
back into the system. Typically, a processor mnains rdive
most of the time and when it fails, it can be repaired quickly
and can become operational. For our study, we assume only
the failure of processors in the system. Accordingly,
we
consider the well known failure/repair model of multiprocessor systems where the availability times as well as the repair times of the processor are assumed to be independent
exponential random variables with mtes y andpl?, respec-

2.3 Processors for Load Re-Distribution
As mentioned earlier, FCPS maintain backups and load
status for re-distributing
the load to some processors within
certain regions in the network, known as spheres. The
sphere of an FCP consists of all the processors which are
within a distance r from an FCP, where r is the covering radius of C. The number of processors in the sphere, SAX), is
the total nmnberof processors lying at graphical distances O
through r, from processor.
Since the number of processors
at the graphical distance i is given by valency V, the total

is assumed to b very
tively. Generally, the ratio of Y/#R
small. Since the number of processors (N) in the system is
fixed and it has finite population, the cumulative failure and
repair rates become state dependent [4]. Accordhigly, the
Markov model showing the failure and repair processes is
depicted in Figure 3. The state of the model represents the
number of processors (P) currently operational.
At a give
time, every operational processor is equally probable to fail,
Obviously, there can be more than one processor in the failure mode. The state dependent rate of the failure and repair
processes are also shown in Figure 2.

size of the sphere is given as IS,(X)I = ~ V .
As mentioned above, the determinaf!i~qf
this covering
radius is a non-trivial
problem. It can be noticed that the
processors in one sphere can also be shared by other spheres,
depending upon the covering radius r and the graphical dktance among FCPS. However, the set C provides the maxi-
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4 Task Re-Allocation

dant copies of Nprocessor queues in the whole system. It is
also possible that, at any given time, an FCP(S) may be
faulty. In that case, the copy of the task is sent to next availableFCP in the round-robin list. In summary, the following
task duplication algorithm is executed at each processoc
Next FCP = ( Next FCP+ 1 ) mod ( Numof FCPS )
While ( Next FCP is faulty )
Do
Next FCP= ( Next FCP+ 1 ) mod ( Numof FCPS )
End Do
Send copy of the task to Next FCP
If ( the Secondary FCP is not faulty )
Send the copy of the task to the Secondary FCP

Mechanism

In this section, we present the details of the proposed
scheme. For this purpose, we describe the system model, the
loadbalancing andloadre+iistribution
algorithms, and then
the associated information
collection and backup mechanisms.

4.1 Assumptions
of the System

and Characteristics

The system consists of Nprocessors where each processor is subjected to arrival of tasks. Task scheduling and load
balancing are assumed to be completely decentralized, with
a distributed scheduling algorithm rnnning on every processor. The tasks arrive at a processor with rate k tasks/timeunit, which is identical for all the processors. The execution
time of a task is assumed to be known. In addition, associated with each task is a deadline. When a task arrives at a
processor, the scheduler of that processor tries to guarantee
that the task meet it deadline. If this deadline can be met locally, the task is scheduled into the local execution queue
which is served on the FCFS principle. If a task cannot meet
its deadline locally, it is transferred to another processor,
The selection of a remote processor can be done in various
ways [13], [14]. However, in this study, we assume that the
local scheduler interacts with its immediate neighbors only
and gathers their load status. The load status in this case consists of the cumulative untlnished work load which in turn is
the sum of the execution times of the tasks waiting in the
processor’s execution queue plus the remaining execution
time of the task which is currently being executed. If a task
is to be transferred to another processor, such transfer takes
certain amount of time. A task needs to wait in the communication queue of the link until a prior task completes its migration on that link. Since the communication
time also
counts towards the task’s waiting time, the local processor,
while making the scheduling decision, also takes into account the communication penalty. The deadline of a task,
therefore, consists of its execution time plus the average
communication
plus some marginal value (D) which depends on the application and is assumed to be supplied by
the user.

4.2 Task Replication

and Backups

Figure 4 shows two processors 00tXUWOand 11111111
with sixteen FCPS in Q8. The dotted circles around theFCPs
indicate their respective spheres. The identification of these
spheres can be found by using the discussion in section 2.3.
In this case, thetopeight FCPs in the figure corresponding to
the binary codewords of matrix M represent the primary
FCPS for the processor WOOOOOO,and the eight lower
binary codes corresponding to MC represent secondary
FCPS for that processor. On the other hand,

4.3 Load Re-distribution

under Failures

When a processor fails, each primary FCPre–schedules
the tasks (if it has any any) in its backup queue for the failed
processor. Due to real-time constraints, each FCP tries to
make sure that the backup tasks still meet their deadlines.
An FCPaccomplishes this by scheduling each of the backup
tasks to the most lightly loaded processors within its sphere.
The availability of processors within its sphere provides an
FCP with abroader view of the state of the system which enables it to re-distribute
the backup load by making better
choices in selecting processors. As a result, the backup tasks
may still meet their deadlines despite the failure of their
original processors. Since the backup queue of the failed
processor is itself dktributcd among multiple FCPS, each
FCP needs to schedule a portion of the tasks. The potential
benefits offe~d by this load re-distribution
strategy are
summarized below:
● The backup queues of processors are themselves load balanced among the FCPS.

at FCPS

In order to provide two level fault–tolerance, the replicated copies of every task are kept as backups on primary
and secondary FCPS. The backup queue of a processor is
further distributed in a round–robin fashion, f~st to all the
primary FCPS and then again to all the secondary FCPS.
Specifically, whenever a task is scheduled at a processor, its
copy is sent to the one of the primary FCPS as well as to the
associated secondary FCP. The copy of the next task is sent
to the next primary FCP present in the round–robin list as
well as to the associated secondary FCP. An FCP, therefore,
needs to keep backup queues for those N/2 processors for
which it acts as primary FCP. It also maintains backup
queues for the rest of the N,L?processors for which it serves
as their secondary FCP. It is worth mentioning that in order
to provide two level redundancy, there have to be 2Nredun-

. In the cme of failures,

FCps are able to sel~t ~st candi-

date processors within their respective spheres.
● All the backup tasks can be concurrently
multiple spheres.

re–scheduled in

● The likelihood of re-allocating
tasks to the best possible
processors across the whole system is very high since the
FCPS are maximally spread in the network.
● Due to the round–robin
distribution of tasks in backup
queues, the danger of instability due to bulk arrivals at a particularprocessor or in aparticutar sphere is greatly reduced,
● From a task’s perspective,

the combination

of its original

processor and both FCPS is a unique trio. As a result, the
likelihood that this unique trio will fail is low.
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Like any fault-tolerant
strategy, the proposed strategy
also needs to pay some penalties. However, simulation results shown in the later sections indicate that the performance degradation is scalable to the fault occurrence rate and
the proposed strategy is adaptive to a wide range of system
parameters. The migration of a task from an FCP to a processor within its sphere incurs some communication delay.
In addition, we assume that each task is started from the beginning. Nevertheless, this assumption is justified since the
issue of task recovery androll-back
incnr extra overhead. In
addition these issues are not within the scope of this paper
and they need to be dealt separately. After re-distributing
the load of the faulty processor, ail backup queue are deleted. At the same time, the primary FCP informs the corresponding secondary FCP to delete its backup queues for the
failed processor. The processor receiving the re-scheduled
task treats the backup tasks as a newly arrived task. The processor also sends the backup copy of the re-scheduled task
to the FCP. However, there-scheduled tasks are not allowed
to make any further migrations. In spite of two level redundancy, a task can still be lost ifi

FCP has also failed.
● The failed processor is also an FCP and no task backup at
the secondary level could be made because the secondary
FCP was also faulty at the time the task was scheduled.
However, these events are of very low probability. Even
when one of these events does happen, not all but only a fraction of the backup queue of a processor will be lost. It can be
noticed that this percentage is of the order of ~(Mz).
The
probability of lost tasks as a result of these events is presented in the next section that proves these claims.

5 Evaluation
Strategy

of the Proposed

Fault-Tolerant

In this section, simulation results fortheproposedsrrategy are presented, for the Q, and Qg networks. The task arrival process for this study been modeled as a Poisson process with average arrival rate of k tasks/unit-time
which is
identical for all processors. The execution and migration
times of tasks have been assumed to be exponentially distributed with a mean of l/p~ time-units/task
and I/pc time-unitshsk,
respectively,
The task deadline has been
computed by generating a mndom number from a uniform
distribution with an average of D time-units. The processor
failure and repair rates are also assumed to be exponentially

e Both primary and secondary FCPS of the failed processor
have also failed.
@ The failed processor is itself an FCP and its secondary
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are described with respect to the average number of faulty
processors. In other words, for given values of y and Pzt
the steady-state value of average number of faulty processors in the system becomes fixed which is given by

dMributed with a mean of I/y time-units/processor
and
l/p~ time-units/processor,
respectively. Failure and repair
rates are independent with respect to the rest of the system
parameters. All results are presented with 95 percent confidence interval, with the size of the interval varying up to plus
or minus 5 percent of the sample mean. The first performance measure is the missing probability, defined as the probability that a task does not finish its execution within its specitled deadline [14]. In our study, the impacts of average
task deadline (D) and three important system pammeters,
including the frequency of processor failures (y ), system
load @/#z) and task migration rate @.1~),on deadline missing probability are evaluated. Since y and Amlone doe not
present a clear view of the number of faulty processors at
any given time because of the continuous failure and repair
processes, we donotpresent ourresuks in terms of these two
parameters. Rather, the results presented in the next section

Ny/(y

+PR).

In simulation,

of y and have kept

5.1 Impact
Failures

PR

we have used different

values

freed as 0.05.

of Deadline

and Frequency

of

The performance of the underlying decentralized scheduling clearly depends on the specified deadlines of tasks.
Recall that the deadline of a task in simulation is computed
by adding atask’s execution time to its a.ssociatedvalue ofll
and l/pC. Since D is a uniformly distributed random variable, the minimum value of D is Owhile the maximum value
is 2 times the average value. Whh tight deadlines (a low value of D), more tasks are likely to miss their deadlines where-
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Figure 5: Deadline missing probability versus
average number of faulty processors at various
values of D for the Qs network.
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failures, three failure conditions corresponding
and 48 faulty processors have been considered

as loose deadlines (a higher value of D) imply that more
tasks will meet their deadlines, even when the system is
fault–free. The occurrence of failures further degrades the
deadline missing probability.
The frequency of failures affects the amount of load which is re-injected back into the
system. Recall that in the proposed strategy, the load submitted to the faulty processors, while they are under ~pair,
is not rejected; rather, new tasks at the faulty processor are
assigned to primary FCPS. Therefore, in addition to load re–
dktribution,
FCPS are also subjected to some addh,ional
load. The results presented in this section show the effects
of task deadlines and processor failure frequencies.
The results indicating the deadline missing probability
are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, for QS and Q~, respectively, Four average values of D, 1.0,2 .0,3.0 and 4.0 have
been selected while the number of faulty processor has been
varied from 4 to 40. The non–failure case (faulty processors
equal to O) is also included for comparison. The task arrival
rate per processor (y ) is 0.7, and communication rate (#c )
is set to be 20 tasks/time-unit.
We notice that if the average
number of faulty processors increases, the missing probability also increases because not only the tasks (if any) waiting
in the execution queues of the failed processors have to be
re-scheduledbut
also the tasks being executed at the time of
failure have to be aborted and re-scheduled.
These results
indicate that the proposed strategy can sustain negligible
degradation in performance for different combinations ofD
and y. For example, in the case of Qa with D equat to 1 as
shown in Figure 5, the difference in the missing probability
at no-failure case and 18 faulty processors case is 0.017.
These results are encouraging, given that 40 of the 256 processors are on the average out of order while their backup
tasks as well as new tasks are also being accommodated.
When D is equal to 1, this difference 0.036. This indicates
that the proposed strategy is able to tolerate failures under
both strict (D= 1) and relaxed (D = 4) deadlines.
The result for Qg are more encouraging as can be noticed from Figure 6 which indicates that although the missing
probabilities for the no-failure case are ahnost the same as
those of Qs, these probabilities are considerably less for the
failure conditions. This is due to the large size of Qg which
has a sphere size of 46 as compared to 37 for Q8. The larger
sphere size of Qg enables an FCP to re-schedule
task at a more suitable processor.

5.2 Impact

these numbers are doubled for the Q9 network. The deadline missing probabilities am shown in Figure 7 andFigure 8
for Q* and Qg, respectively.
The deadlinemissing probability, obviously, depends on
the system load under both failure or non–failure condL
tions. The important point to notice from these curves is that
under any load condhions the performance degradation due
to failures does not strictly dependent on the system load.
This can be observed from Figure 7 and Figure 8 where the
deadline missing probabdities are shown to increase slightly if load is varied from 0.3 to 0.8 for both QS and Q~. For
Q,, the deadline missing probabdity

sidering different task migration costs. For these result, A
has been varied from 4 to 40 tasks/unit-time
implying a
slower to faster communication network. The values of D
and 1 have been kept as 2.0 and 0.8, respectively, and the
average number of faulty processors has been selected to be
the same as shown in earlierinFigure9
and 10. The deadline
missing probabilities for Qs and Qg are illustrated in Figure
9 andFigure 10, respectively. In theno-failurecase,
the task
migration time affects the processor to processor task migration for normal load balancing. On the other hand, in the
failure case, the migration overhead is incurred when an
FCP re-schedules a task within its sphere. Therefore, in
both cases, the successful completion of a task before its
deadline is affected if this overhead is high. From Figure 9
and Figure 10, it can be noticed that, under normal operation, the performance of both networks is almost identical.
The increase in deadline missing probability is negligible,
except when the faulty processors are equal to40. Nevertheless, the proposed strategy maintains this slight degradation
in performance over the complete range of PC.

5.3 Robustness

of Fault-Tolerance

So far the results presented have shown that the proposed stmtegy is able to adaptive to system parameters such
as D, J andpc. The degradation in the overall performance
of deadline missing probability,
as compared to that of
fault–free environment, is due to achieving our main objective of saving those tasks which would have been lost if there
were no fault-tolerance
and load re-distribution.
The next
question is how does a re-scheduled task perform in terms
of meeting its deadline. Note that, we do not consider task
level roll back and recovery, and we assume that a backup
task starts it execution from the beginning.
Therefore a
backup task starts all over again even if it was under processing at the time its original processors crashed. However, the
task retains its original deadline and is required to finish its
execution before that time. The obvious question is how
good is the strategy in achieving these objectives. The usefulness of such afault–tolemnt
strategy, therefore, shouldbe
judged by observing its ability to minimize the loss of tasks

a backup

of System Parameters

therefOre the SyStem load (Q = ~1/’tE )corresponds tO~ . D
have been selected to be 2 and 20, respectively.

increases with a no-

ticeable difference only when load is equal to 0.8. For Q9,
this difference is even smaller.
The results presented next have been obtained by con-

Two other important factor that can have a significant
impact on normal load distribution as well as load re-distribution are the system load and task migration time. A fault–
tolerant strategy should be able to perform equally well if
these factors happen to change. The results presented in this
section examine the effects of these factor nnder failure and
non–failure conditions. The missing probability is obtained
by varyingd
on each processor from 0.3 to 0.8, for both networks. Recall that throughout this studypE is kept as 1 and
and PC

to 12,24
Q8 while

For
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and its efficiency in quickly re–scheduling backup tasks.
For this purpose, we have observed from simulation the
deadline meeting probability of a re-scheduled task and the
probability of a task being totally lost.
The success probability of re-scheduled tasks should be
distinguished from theoverallprobability
of all the tasks (as
shown in previous sections) since this probability has been
obtained by observing only there-scheduled
tasks from the
backup queue. Figure 11 andFignre 12 show theseprobabilities for the two networks under different levels of failures.
The load per processor is set to be 0.8 and task migration
rate is equal to 20. We observe from these figures that the
success probability of re–scheduled tasks is affected by D
and not by the level of failure. For the Q8 network, this

■ Fail~ pEs = O
❑Failed PEs = 12

❑
❑

probability is about 0.4 when D is 1.0. The probability becomes greater than 0.6 when D is 4, and is even higher for
Q,. This reasonably high success probability is due to the
fact that it is very likely that there are idle or lightly loaded
processors in the system. The load re-distribution
mechanism enables an FCP to re-allocate backup on the idle processors within its sphere. Since the FCPS are spread across
the whole system and the backup queues of the failing processors are spread across those FCPS, the backup tasks are
re–scheduled to idle or lightly loaded processors even when
those processors are graphically located at different places
in the network topolog y.
As can be noticed from the proposed partitioning
scheme (section 2), the number of FCPs aR always of O(log
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N). Therefore, as the network size increases, the sphere size
per FCP increases. Due to this reason, Qg is shown to perform consistently better than Qg. Accordingly,
the proposed scheme is expected to perform better for larger systems.
Table III provides the probability of a task being lost
which could not be exetutcd at all due to the failures of the
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